Drifting over the Beautiful World of Nature

Nature is a beautiful world that should be preserved forever to see and experience. There are few places such as Alaska that I love to go because I can feel the beauty and hope in nature. I feel lucky to be able to explore nature and enjoy many outdoor activities. I love experiencing the thrill of adventure and the hope that we can still protect and preserve this precious environment.

My nature is filled with mountains, wildlife, and the smell of clean unpolluted air making me feel more relaxed and far away from my stress. In Alaska, hiking the Crow Pass Trail on the snow with my family while feeling the cool air blowing on my skin, and enjoying the stunning view of glaciers, streams, and waterfalls was a great sense of remoteness and pleasure. The sight of the wind blowing through the grass, flowers and the stream are incredibly calming. Seeing wildlife is always an exciting experience that connects you with nature. In Kenai Fjords, I watched a group of hump-back whales feeding and flipping in the air which was an unforgettable and lifetime experience. I saw a bear and her cubs playing and finding food together in the forest which made me wonder how they lived in harmony with nature and happiness away from the overdeveloped world of humans. The view and spectacular scenery of the well-preserved areas of mountains and glaciers is slowly disappearing and retracting from human pollution and development.

My experience with nature has brought many happy memories and experiences that I will cherish in my life. I realized despite living in a modern timeline there are still many beautiful places that should be preserved for future generations and kids like me to enjoy and appreciate.